Care Through Telemedicine
Trust Curavi for the very best senior care

Care for you with telemedicine
The Jewish Home of Eastern Pennsylvania is dedicated to our residents well-being.
Through Curavi telemedicine and team of doctors, the Jewish Home can connect you
with a doctor anytime during after-hours. You can discuss concerns and treatment
options with a doctor who is geriatric trained and specializes in post-acute care.

What is telemedicine?

What are the benefits?

• Live and interactive communication
between you, a nurse, and a doctor,
through the use of a secure video at your
bedside.

• Quick treatment from the Curavi doctor,
potentially avoiding a transfer to the
hospital or doctor’s office.

• With the help of a nurse, the doctor uses a
portable system that contains audio,
video, and diagnostic devices to see, talk
to, and examine you remotely.

• Evaluation from a doctor who treats you in
the comfort of your surroundings.

Privacy and security of your personal health information is our top priority
at Curavi Health. We do not record your visit. Your health records are stored
according to federal HIPAA regulations and shared with your nursing home
after a consult.

How It Works
Your community uses Curavi technology, which is a portable medical system that can
be brought right to your room to virtually connect you with a Curavi doctor to evaluate,
diagnose, and treat you.
1 Nurse recognizes
you are in need
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“I feel like I’m
part of the
future!”
What
Residents
Are Saying

Nurse calls Curavi or
schedules a consult

3 You, the nurse, and your doctor
discuss your concerns

“I can’t believe the
doctor is on the TV!”

“I’m glad you’re
doing this.
It was helpful.”

“I’m so glad
you can be
there for me.”

A Note from Jewish Home of Eastern Pennsylvania
We have partnered with Curavi Health to provide the best care after-hours. With Curavi, we allow
their team of specialized doctors to see, hear, and speak to our residents through secure
telemedicine technology. This allows our residents to be treated by doctors who are trained in
geriatric care so residents can stay in the comfort of their own room – potentially avoiding an
unnecessary trip to the hospital. Curavi specializes in post-acute care with an over 94% treat in
place rate.
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